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Abstract
The longitudinal and transverse acoustic velocities and
attenuations of three fluoropolymers, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF),
polytrifluoroethylene (PVF3) and polychlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE),
were measured at. 10 MHz from 150°K to 350°K by the pulse-echo-overlap
and pulse-height comparison techniques.
The complex dynamic moduli and the Poisson ratios were
computed as functions of temperature from the data. In PVDF the
velocity-temperature curve showed a discontinuity in slope at 232°K
as compared to the glass-transition temperature Tg at 235°K established
from dilatometric measurements. A corresponding relaxation was
observed at 317°K in the attenuation curve, which could be correlated
with previous works by the Williams-Landel-Ferry equation. PCTFE
exhibited a secondary discontinuity at 223°K, which is about 100°K
below Tg at 325°K. A secondary discontinuity was also observed
at 230°K in PVF 3. The Poisson ratios for all the polymers studied did
not change for more than 5% within our temperature range, including
the transition regions.
The velocity data were extrapolated to 0°K by Rao's
empirical formula and then used to compute the heat capacity at low
temperature, confirming that the acoustic contribution to the heat
capacity of PCTFE was substantially below the calorimetric measure-
ments. The three-dimensional force constant k3 in the Tarasov model
was also extracted in the same calculation, and was found to decrease
as the number of fluorine atoms in the repeat unit of the polymer
increases.
The shear moduli and attenuations of PCTFE at four
different crystallinities were measured, and showed the expected
feature that. the crystalline phase was the softer and more dissi-
pative at temperature well below Tg. By the use of a modified form
of the Hashin-Shtrikman-Hill formula we were able to deduce the
shear moduli of the completely amorphous and the purely crystalline
phases with considerable certainty and rigour. Analysis by the
logarithmic mixing rule proposed by Gray and McCrum also led to




The ultrasonic technique has long been established
as a standard tool for studying the elastic properties of solids
Typically an ultrasonic wave is generated by the application of
a high-power radio-frequency electromagnetic wave to electrodes
plated on a resonant piezoelectric transducer such as quartz,
and is coupled into the solid under investigation by suitable
bonding between the transducer and the sample. Either the
transmitting transducer itself or a second receiving transducer
may be used to reconvert the reflected or transmitted acoustic
waves in the solid back into electronic signals, which can then
be compared in phase and amplitude with one another and with the
original signal, so as to give information on the acoustic
velocity and attenuation of the sample (Truell,et al,1969).
This technique in the frequency range of 1-60 MHz
has also been successfully applied'to the study of polymers for
a number of years, and is recognized as a fairly accurate and
reliable method for studying its dynamic elastic properties
associated with the motions of either the polymer-chain backbones
or of the side-groups.
A number of different approaches have been developed
in polymer work, all involving pulse techniques but differing
in the method of coupling ultrasonic wave into the specimen. In
the early experiments of Nolle and Mowry (191+8) a liquid bath
was used as the transmitting medium in the study of thin samples
3of highly dissipative rubbery polymers at 2MHz. This technique
was later modified for application to shear waves by the
introduction of a rotating plate (Kono, 1960). On the other
hand, McSkimin (1951) developed an elegant buffer-rod technique
wherein the ultrasonic wave was coupled into the sample through
a quartz rod. It eliminated various difficulties associated
with the liquid bath and was suitable for cryogenic work. Nolle
and Sieck (1952) subsequently applied this technique to the
measurement of the velocity and attenuation of both longitudinal
and shear waves of buna-N-vulcanizate from 180°K to 350°K at
2-10MHz. To minimize errors arising from interfaces in the
acoustic path, a double-path technique was used by Cunningham
and Ivey (1956) in the study of several rubbery materials from
210° to 290°K at 0.2-7MHz. Subsequently several other experi-
ments were carried out by the use of these methods to study
the dissipative mechanism associated with the volume deformation
in various polymers, particularly when they were in the rubbery
state( Marvin et al, 1951+, Nolle and iec:, 1952). ada
e.t al (1960) pointed out that the large discrepancies among
the results of these experiments were probably due to the fact
that the bulk modulus was invariably obtained by subtraction
between data separately determined from shear and longitudinal
measurements, and that the shear measurements were usually much
less accurate. They therefore developed a suspension method
for the direct measurement of the bulk modulus and studied the
4phenomenon of volume relaxation in several polymers witn success.
Unfortunately this method involved very elaborate sample
preparation andwas rather limited in its applicability.
In this investigation we have studied three linear
fluoro-polymers (polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), polytrifluoro-
ethylene (PVF3) and polychlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE)) at
10MHz from 150°K to 300°K, using both longitudinal and transverse
pulsed ultrasonic waves generated in quartz transducers and
coupled into the sample through bonding by silicone oil. Velocity
was measured by the echo-overlap method with an accuracy of about
0.5% and attenuation by the pulse-comparison method with an
accuracy estimated to be.3-5%. The resultant data were analysed
to study the relaxation regions, the acoustic contributions to
specific heats and the crystallinity effect on the elastic moduli
of one of the polymers (PCTFE).
The relaxation region of a polymer can usually be
identified from a rapid change in its dielectric or elastic
constants, as well as peaks of electromagnetic or acoustic
absorption. Fortunately the dielectric relaxations of both PVDF
and PCTFE have already been extensively studied before (Ishida
et al (1964), Scott et al (1962)). We are therefore able to
make tentative identification of the transition points observed
and to correlate,'.any absorption peak with the published data
through use of the well-known empirical formula of Williams,
landel and Ferry (1977), which relates the glass-transition
temperature to the position of the relaxation peak.
5Reese (1966) applied the Debye theory to compute
the specific heats of polymethyl methacrylate and polystyrene
from their respective acoustic velocities at low temperature,
and found that such acoustic contributions were considerably
less than direct calorometric measurements. To account for
the discrepancy Choy et al (1970) suggested that polymers and
possibly amorphous substance in general might have low-frequency
localized vibrational modes contributing to.a-large fraction
(10-50%) of the specific heat even below 1°K. The same pheno-
menon was subsequently observed by Athougies et al (1972). We
have carried out a similar analysis by extrapolating our results
to low temperature and confirmed the existence of considerable'
excess specific heat where calorimetric data are available
(i.e. PCTFE). The analysis also enabled us to extract.the three-
dimensional Debye-temperature 83 and the corresponding interchain
force-constant k3 of linear polymers in the framework of the
Tarasov (1950) model,
The effect of crystallinity on the elastic modulus
of a partially crystalline solid was first studied by Vogt
(1910) and Reuss (1929), who treated it as a two-phase system
with one phase embedded in a matrix of the other phase. Their
calaulation was later justified by Hill (1963). Hashin and
Shtrikman (1963) and Hill (1963) (HSH) subsequently derived
rigorous narrow bounds on the moduli of a two-phase composite
system with arbitrary boundaries between the micro-regions-of
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the two phases. This theory was applied by Bondi (1967) and
Gray and McCrum (1969) to the analysis of the crystallinity
effect on the moduli of partially crystalline polymers. Gray
and McCrum (1969) also proposed a simple empirical rule of
logarithmic mixing for the same analysis. Both methods were
successfully applied to the analysis of our results on'PCTFE.
In particular, by casting the HSH formula into a more convenient
form, we were able to deduce the respective moduli of the
purely amorphous and purely crystalline phases of PCTFE with
considerable rigour and certainty. These results show the
expected feature that at temperature well below the glass-
transition the crystalline phase appears to be softer and
more dissipative than the amorphous phase.
7Chanter 2
Theory
82.1 Transition and Relaxation of Polymers
The long-chain molecules in a polymer have many more
degrees of freedom than the much smaller molecules in an
ordinary solid, and hence are capable of many more kinds of
motions involving the side-groups or segments of the backbones
in addition to the normal vibrations.
At sufficiently low temperature there is not enough
energy to excite the side-group or segmental motions, so that
the polymer behaves more like an ordinary solid of low molecular
weight but possessing both one- and three-dimensional modes of
vibration. This is known as its glassy state. As temperature-
increases the polymer goes through a number of transitional
regions marking the onset of the side-group or segmental motions.
It eventually reaches the glass-transition region, where large-
scale conformational rearrangement of the polymer backbones
becomes activated, and the polymer changes.into the rubbery.
state..
Most physical properties are observed to undergo rapid
but not abrupt changes in the transitional regions, whereas
electromagnetic or acoustic energy coupled into the polymer would
be strongly absorbed in the corresponding relaxation regions,
which are dependent on the characteristic time z of the physical
quantity concerned and customarily labeled as a, β, Y.... relaxations.















Fig.l. The dynamical spectrum of polytetrafluoroetylene







According to the phenomenological theory of Williams),
Landel and Ferry (1955)(WLF) T and the peak temperature and T are
related by the following formula:
C?)
where To is a reference temperature usually chosen to be the
glass-transition temperature Tg at characteristic time ro of about
1 sec to 10 sec. Then for a wide range of glass-forming materials
C1 and C2 are approximately 17.44 and 51.6, respectively. 'Since
considerable work on the dielectric and mechanical relaxations of
PVDF and PCTFF have already been analysed by the use of the WLF
formula, we can also understand the transitions and absorption peaks








2.2 Relations between Acoustic Velocity, Absorption and Elastic
Moduli
A polymer is a viscoelastic substance in that its
deformation depends not only on the instantaneous but also the
past stress, or, in other words, it exhibits the phenomenon of
creep. However, at temperature well below the glass-transition
the relaxation time of the polymer would be much longer than
the characteristic time of an ultrasonic wave, so that the polymer
is effectively unrelaxed during energy absorption and hence can
be treated as a purely elastic substance.
As is well-known (Landau and Lifschitz,1959), the shear
modulus G and longitudinal modulus N of an isotropic medium are
related to the transverse and longitudinal acoustic velocities
V. and vL, respectively, as follows:
(3)
(4)
where f is the density of the medium. The bulk modulus K,
Young's modulus E and Poisson ratio o can also be expressed in




















In an absorptive but non-dispersive medium, all the moduli and
velocities in Eqs. (3)-(7) become complex, and an elastic
plane waves takes on the form eiW(t- z/v) e-az, where w is the
angular frequency, v the observed acoustic velocity and a the
absorption coefficient. It is straightforward to show that
the real and imaginary parts of the moduli are related to vT,
1





where and the subscripts L and T refer
to longitudinal and transverse wave, respectively.
2.3 The Acoustic Contribution to Heat Capacity at Low Temperature
While our measurements were made at relatively high
temperature (150-350°K), the results on acoustic velocities can
nevertheless be extrapolated to low temperature with some
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confidence through the application of Rao's t'mpiri cal formula,
since the temperature dependence is already very weak at the
lower end of our measurement range. The extrapolated velocities
can be understood in either the Debye or the Tarasov-model of
a solid, thus enabling us to evaluate the Tarasov three-
dimensional spring-constant of the polymers studied, and, upon
comparison with calorimetric measurements, to confirm the
existence of non-acoustic contributions of specific heats even
at low temperature.
At low temperature the Debye model gives the
volumetric secific heat of a substance as (Reese, 1966):
(12)
where T, h and k have their usual meanings, and v is the appro-
priate average velocity of sound:
(13)
The Debye temperature 9, (Choy et al, 1970) is then
1k)
where N is Avogadro's number, V is the molar volume, n is the
number of degrees of freedom per vibrating unit. For polymers it
is customary to- choose the repeating unit of the polymer-chain
as the vibrat .ng unit (Wunderlich and Baur, 1970). For our
samples there are two backbone carbon atoms per repeating unit
14
and in general six vibration modes are expected. However, the
C-C stretching modes of these atoms are of high frequency
(about 1013Hz) (Colthop et al, 1964) and are not excited at low
temperature, so that there are actually only four modes per
reeating unit, n=4. Eq.(14) can therefore be written as
(15)
This model is unrealistic in that the polymer consists of many
long-chain molecules capable of linear vibrations and would
not behave like a Debye solid. Tarasov (1950) proposed a more
realistic model by assuming the density of states of a polymer
to be a one-dimensional continuum arising from the vibration
of individual chains superimposed on a three-dimensional continuum




Fig.2. The density of states as a function of frequency
in the Tarasov model.
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it is therefore given by
(16)
where m l and w3 are two characteristic cutoff frequencies ,
N' being the total number of states. The
heat capacity for a single branch of acoustical vibration can
then be shown to be,
(17)
where R is the gas constant, and the
n-dimensional Debye function dn is
(18)
Assuming all acoustical branches to have the same characteristic
temperatures 93 and 81 tae total acoustical heat capacity con-
tributions is then
(19)
which at low temperature reduces to the Debye form
16
(20)
Upon comparison with Eq. (15) it is seen that 8D3 = 81832. The
extrapolated results of our measurement allow us to determine
8D from Eq. (13) and (144). When combined with presently availa-
ble data on 81 (Lee and Choy, 1974), 83 and hence also the
three-dimensional force constant k3 as given by
(M being the average mass per carbon atom of the Carbon backbone)
can be determined.
Furthermore Reese (1966) and Choy et al (1970) have
pointed out that low-frequency Einstein modes of vibrations may
contribute to the specific heats of amorphous materials at low
temperature, so as to explain the excess of the calorimetrically
determined specific heat over the acoustic contributions given
by Eq. (20). Since thermal values for PCTFE became available
recently (Reese, 1965)9 our results would allow us a check on
this assertion.
2.4 Effect of Crystallinity on the Shear Modulus
As already mentioned, we have measured the transverse
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acoustic velocity and absorption of PCTFE at several different
crystallini ties.
If we regard a partially crystalline polymer as a
mixture of two pure phases, the crystalline and the amorphous,
then the effect of crystallinity on the shear modulus can be under
stood in terms of the Hiashin-Shtrikman-Hill (HSH) (Hashin and
Shtrikman, 1963 and Hill, 1963) bounds derived from a variational
principle:
where G1, G2 and G are, respectively, the shear moduli of the
first phase, the second phase and the mixture assuming(G1<G2);
x is the volume fraction of -phase 2; and
K1 and K2 being the bulk moduli of the first and second phases,





Fig.3. HSH bounds for shear modulus.
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The HSH bounds as given in Eq. (21) are not very
useful for our purpose, because we do not in fact know Ga and
Gc, the moduli of the amorphous and crystalline phases, respective-
ly. However, since G has been measured as a function of x,it is
quite simple to turn Eq. (21) around and find bounds on the possible
values of G1 and G2 (the proper identification of which with Ga
and G c will be discussed in section 4.5) in terms of G and x. We
note that physically the bulk modulus is always expected to exceed
the shear modulus, so that
(22)
Eq. (22) and simple algebraic manipulation then allow us to recast




For each set of values of (G, X), Eqs. (23) and (24) define a
triangular region in the (Gl, G2) plane. For several sets of
values (Gk, xk) (k= 1,... n) the overlap among all such regions
then gives a good estimate of both G1 and G2 (Fig.4). As a
matter of fact, the existence of such an overlap among all
regions would then confirm the validity of the HSH bounds.
On the other hand, Gray and McCrum (1969) (GM) have
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Fig.4. Two allowed regions (shaded) and their overlap (dark)
in the plane of the pure-phase. shear moduli, such as
we prescribed by the HSH bounds.
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of each pure phase mixes by their respective volume fractions
to produce lo G of the mixture
(25)




where we have made use of the fact that
These two equations also provide us with a means of correlating
the acoustic data with crystallinity.
21
Chapter 3
Instrumentation and Exoerimental Technque
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3.l Sample preparation
3.11 The Origin of Sample Materials
The following polymers have been studied in our
experiments:
(a) Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF)
The sample material in the form of powder was
obtained from Cellomer Associates (Catalog No. 102). Its melting
point is about 433 °K.
(b) Polytrifluoroethylene (PVF3)
The sample material in the form of foam-like bits was
supplied by the National Bureau of Standard, U.S.A. and is




The sample material was obtained from two different
sources: that by the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company
in the form of pellets (Kel-F 6060), and that which is commercially
0
available in the form of a rod. Its melting point is about 483 K.
3.12 Moulding of PVDF and PVF3
Since we needed samples of smooth and regular geometrical
shape for ultrasonic studies, it was necessary to mould the sample
materials of PVDF and PVF3, which came in Powder or pellet form
23
into thin discs first. This was done by placing the materials
in a stainless-steel mould with a movable piston driven by a
hydraulic,p ess under temperature control to within 0.5°K
(Fig. 5). The entire assembly war slowly heated to near the
melting points of the polymers (LE-3-4180K) first and they. a
pressure of 70Kg/cm2 was applied r1ilile the temperature was kept
constant for about half an hour before being allowed to cool.
down to room temperature at a rate of about 1000K/hr.
3.13 Heat Treatment of PCTFE
Different kinds of heat treatment were used to produce
PCTFE samples of widely different crystallinity. Samples cut
directly from the commercially available rod were labled P2.
Samples P3 were obtained by annealing samples P2 at a temperature
slightly below the melting point (467°K) for three days and then
cooling them to room temperature at about l0°K/hr.
On the other hand, the Kel-F pellets were first
pressed into sheets of about 3 mm thickness between two smooth
stainless-steel plates separated by 1-inch aluminum spacers
(Fig. 6), heated up to 5o$°K and then pressed under a pressure
of 50Kg/cm2 until thorough melting. To obtain slow-cooled
samples (P4), the entire assembly was transferred to a preheated
oven immediately after pressing. It was then cooled down to
463°K at about 15oK /hr and then kept at that temperature for five
days before the eventual cooling to room temperature at a rate
24
Drilled hole for thernometer
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Fig.6. Assembly for sample sheet Moulding.
less than 10°K hr. Finally, the quenched samples (P1) were
obtained by rapid immersion of the assembly in ice water when
the pellets were still molten.
3.14 Determination of Crystallinity
The densities of the various PCTFE samples were
measured at about 296K by the buoyancy method, water being the
liquid used. Weight was measured by a balance to an accuracy
of about 1 mg. and the density of water by a specific-gravity
balance to- an accuracy of 1 mg/ml.
The crystallinity (by volume fraction) xc of the PCTFE
samples were then determined by linear interpolation:
26
(28)
where P, Pa and Pc are the densities of the partially crystalline
sample, of the amorphous phase and of the crystalline phase of
PCTFE, respectively. and are known (Hoffman and Week,
Pa and Pc
1958) to be 2.077 g/ml and 2.187 g/ml, respectively. The
results of our determination are shown in Table 1.
Table
Density and Crystallinity of PCTFE samples
sample density Crystallinity(g/m1)
P1 2.160 0.00 40.0 2.0
P2 2.150 0.001 52.5 2.0
P3 2.135 0.001 66.1 2.0
P4 2.121 0.001 75.3 2.0
3.15 Mechanical Preparation
For ultrasonic work all sample sheets and rods were
cut and machined into cylinderical discs of 1.3 cm diameter and
2 to 8 mm thickness. The two faces of each disc were first
hand ground on# 0/0-- 4/0 emery papers and then polished with
aluminum oxide powder on a diamond polishing machine (Struers
DP-10). The two faces of the finished sample appeared smooth
27
under a 40x stereo-microscope and, as gauged by a precision
micrometer, were parallel to within 2u/cm.
3.2 Cryostat and samole chamber
The cryostat used in our work (Fig. 7) was a stain-
steel cylindrical chamber 10 cm in outer diameter and 76 cm in
over-all length. It had a separately evacuable double-walled
structure and the open end at the top was covered by a. top-plate
under '0'-ring seal. An Edwards 2-inch combined pumping system
consisting of two mechanical pumps (the heavy-duty one for
rapid roughing was of Chinese make), an oil diffusion-pump and
a thermal-electric cold-trap capable of pumping ing down to 5 x 10-6
torr within an hour was used to provide the needed vacuum. We
found that a large (20 lb. capacity) hot water bottle made a
very inexpensive and yet satisfactory dewar for holding liquid
nitrogen, in which the lower end of the cryostat was immersed.
Dry nitrogen was used as an exchange gas to expedite the initial
cool-down and for better control at the low-temperature end.
The cryostat was otherwise maintained in high vacuum to prevent
heat loss and vapor condensation.
The sample chamber (Fig. 8) was a copper cylinder
5 cm in-outer diameter .and 14 cm in length, with 50 turns of
helical groves 1 mm in width and depth cut on its cylindrical




















































Fig. 8. The Sample Chamber.
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constantan wire in bifilar wound and glued inside the groove
by G.E. 7031 varnish. Its resistance was 140 ohms at room
temperature. The sample being investigated was mounted by a
rimmed ring on the central plate of the chamber, whereas the
quartz transducers were supported on their leads, which were
cemented by varnish to thin ceramic tubes screw-mounted onto
the upper and lower transducer-mounts, resprctively. The
azimuthal orientation of the upper transducer could be adjusted
by rotating its mount, so that Y-cut transducers can be properly
aligned. All three mounting plates were spaced and attached to
the cover of the chamber by brass rods 3 mm in diameter and
35 mm in length.
A copper-constantan thermocouple junction fixed
beside the sample on the central plate served both as the
temperature indicator and the sensor for temperature control.
It was calibrated against an NBS-calibrated standard platinum
resistance thermometer supplied by Leeds and Northrup (Serial
No. 1793445, Calibration No. 1776147) mounted at the sample
position and under experimental conditions. Its accuracy was
estimated to be within+ 0.01oK.
The sample chamber was suspended from the top-plate
of the cryostat by a thin-wall stainless-steel tube 0.8 mm in
thickness, 16 mm in diameter and 46 cm in length. All the
heating and thermocouple leads were fed through a multi-leads
feed-through at the top of the tube and fixed to the terminal
blocks on the top-plate, on which two 50-ohm BNC vacuum feed-
33
throughs :-,,ere also mounted to provide input and output terminals
for electronic signals.
3.3 Temerature control and measurement
A schematic diagram of the equipments used for
temperature control and monitoring is shown in Fig. 9. The
temperature controller consisted of a home-made master control for
setting the control parameters, a control unit (Artronix Control
Module 5309) capable of manual, proportional and fully-automatic
modes of operation and a power unit (Artronix Powe- Module 2202)
for supplying large heating currents.
The calibrated thermocouple junction mentioned in
the last section was referred to a reference junction kept at
the ice-point by an Omega TRC Ice-Point Chamber which was
operated on thermoelectric! power, and was stable to 0.01°K
and accurate to 0-050K. The output was fed into a five-digit
differential voltmeter (HP 740E Voltage Standard/Differential
Voltmeter) with O.ip.V resolution and stability. The manual
setting of the differential voltmeter served as the set-point
for temperature control. The differential voltmeter also provided
the amplified difference between the input thermocouple voltage
and the above set-point at its output, which was fed into the











Fig.9. Block Digram of the Temperature-Contol and Vacuum Systems.
D Diffusion pumpDifferential VoltmeterDVM
M Mechanical PumzIce-Point Reference ChamberTRC
P Pirani GaugeStrip Chart RecorderR





also continuously monitored on a strip-chart recorder (Esterline
Angus Model A). Depending on the power needed,the controller
output was supplied by either the control unit (Artronix- 5309)
itself or by the power unit, and was connected to the heating
element wound on the sample chamber.
In a typical experimental run, the cryostat was
first pumped down to below 10-3 torr to get rid of the moisture.
It was then lowered into the liquid-nitrogen dewar and also
filled with dry nitrogen gas inside so as to increase the initial
cooling rate. It took about two hours to cool the sample down
to 230°K. Usually the manual mode was chosen for fast heating
and cooling, the proportional mode chosen to give a slow approach
after the set-point had been changed and the fully-automatic
mode chosen when precise control was desired. It'. was necessary
to adjust the various control parameters quite carefully to
achieve optimum temperature stability at different ranges. Under
normal conditions we were able to achieve a stability of at
least 0.5 ,V (i.e. 0.030K at 123°K and O.Ol0K at 323°K). The




The transducers we used included both X-and Y-.,-cu 4t-. lO`.Hz
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quartz transducers 1/4 inch in diameter supplied by the Valpey-
Fisher Corporation. They came plated with concentric gold-
chrome electrodes on which two leads had already been bonded.
Depending on whether reflection or transmission measurements
were made, one or two transducer may be needed. The sample and
transducer(s) mounted in the way described in Section 3.2 were
bonded to each other for acoustic transmission by Edwards 704
silicone oil under slight pressure applied by hand to ensure
good contact, and the leads could be very slightly strained to
keep the transducer(s) in position. Silicone oil worked well
at 170°-300°K as a bond but the bond invariably broke at about
150°K as indicated by the loss of signals. Vie attempted the
graded-seal technique suggested by Athougies et al (1972)without
much success. When shear-wave measurement was involved the
workable temperature range was further restricted from above at
about 253°K, because silicone oil completely melts at that
temperature and could no longer support a shear wave.
3.42 Electronics
The electronic instruments employed for ultrasonic
generation and detection in our work were all quite standard,
and are summerized in a schematic digram (Fig. 10).
1-310 MHz radio-frequency (RF) pulses of 0.5-2.5 us
duration and up to 500 Hz repetition rate were generated by the
Matec RF pulse Generator and Receiver (Model 6000, with plug-in
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units Model 950 and 960). At the high-impedance output
terminal the pulse amplitude was about 2.5 kV peak-to-peak,
and the average output power was 200W. This unit also served
as a receiver and an amplifier. Reflected signals on the output
line were first truncated at top by a pair of back-to-back
high-speed silicon clipping diodes to reduce the overloading
caused by the driving pulse, and then were fed into a wide-band
variable-gain amplifier within the same unit, which could also
be directly used for transmitted signals. Two output signals
were provided, one being the amplified RF waveform itself
(available on plug-in 950 only) and the other being the ampli-
fied pulse envelope, were provided. The waveform output was
needed for velocity measurements. A separate wide-band
(1-150 MHz) fixed-gain RF amplifier (Hewlett- Packard 1461A) was
also available for the same purpose. The gain of all these
amplifiers was 'typically 2O-40 dB.
The tunable external triggering needed for the
echo-overlap method was derived from the-stable and fine-tunable
10 MHz sine-wave output of a test oscillator (HP 651B),.the
frequency of which was measured on a frequency counter (HP 53o6B)
to an accuracy of 1 part in 107. The sine-wave triggered a
Decade Divider and Dual Delay generator (Matec 122), which provided
triggering pulses for the RF'parlse generator at a frequency
.reduced from the original by a factor chosen to be 10, 100 or
1000. It also provided the corresponding strobe pulses for use
on the oscilloscope.
38
In attenuation measurements the echo amplitudes were
measured against the 10 or 60 MHz RF pulses generated by
a pulse comparator (Matec 666B). The amplitude of the comparator
pulses could be precisely varied in 0.1 db steps over a dynamiic
range of about 4 decades. The positioning of these pulses on
the oscilloscope was controlled by a pulse generator (HP 214A),
which upon being triggered by the master sychronization signal
sent out its own triggering signal after a variable delay of
O.l to 104 113 as set by a decade selector and a one-turn fine
control.
The oscilloscope used in all of our work was an HP
model 140A, with Model 1421A Time Base and Delay Generator
and Model 1402A Dual-trace Vertical Amolifier. It had a
bandwith of 20 MHz, a calibrated sweep and delay generator capable
of 0.2 Us/cm (with uncalibrated x1C magnifier), and a vertical
display factor of up to 5 mV/cm. An HP 197A Polaroid camera was















Fig. 1 0. Block diagram of equipment for velocity n asu •e: ent
and attenuation measurement.
cw Continuous wave genera for
Frequency counter.FC
Decade dividerDD
DDS Daul delay strobe generator
PG Pulse generator
PC Pulse comparator
PRFG Pulsed RF generator






The phase sensitive pulse-echo-overlap technique
developed by Papadakis (1964) is particularly suitable for use
with highly attenuating substances. A schematic diagram of our
setup for the application of this technique appears in Fig. 10
The internally triggered RF pulse generator was
first tuned to match the fundamental frequency of the transducer,
so as to achieve the strongest signal level and the best symmetry
in waveform( Fig. 11). The sine-wave generator was then set
to a suitable frequency f of several hundred kHz, and its
output fed into the Decade Divider, which turned it into a series
of master synchronization pulses PB having the same frequency
for external triggering of the oscilloscope. The Divider also
produced a second series of triggering pulses Pc at a. frequency
selected to be 1/1000 of f, and this was used to trigger the
RF pulse generator. The reflected or transmitted ultrasonic
echoes were amplified and viewed on the oscilloscope as
externally triggered by PB• When f was adjusted to f0, which
was just the inverse of the elapsed time T between any two
successive echoes, then the echoes all appeared to overlap
with one another on the oscilloscope screen (Fig. 12). Choosing
f=mfo( m is a positive integer) had the same effect, since
an echo would then appeared in every m-th sweep. The Divider
provided yet another output (the strobe output) where dual
delay pulse signals independently variable in width and delay
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time with respect to pc were available. These were fed into the
z-axis of the oscilloscope for selective trace intensification,
so that any two echoes from the echo train can be singled out
for overlap adjustment.
To increase accuracy we usually choose m for the
highest allowable frequency f which would not overload the RF
generator. The apparent acoustic velocity v was then determined
from the simple relation v= 2df, d being the sample thickness.
The necessary correction for a number of systematic errors will
be discussed in the next chapter.
In carrying out the cycle- b y --cycle matching among all
the echoes, it was necessary to ensure coherence between cycles.
This was achieved by use of the ':in phase' condition of Papadakis
(1967):
(29)
where T was the apparent elapsed time between two echoes, b was
the true single round-trip time, p was the number of round-trips
between the two echoes chosen, Y was the phase-angle of the
acoustic wave upon reflection from the specimen-transducer
interface, and n was the number of cycles in mismatching.
When the cycles were mismatched (n A 0), then Eq. 29
showed that T/p would not be the same for different p. Consequently
one could obtain correct matching by simply trying all the
reasonable matching possibilities until finding one which gave the
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s i mn T/p value for all p. There was ho lever a simple check
which allowed us to discard many matching possibilities right
away without having to go through all the arduous measurements
just mentioned. Suppose we measured the apparent elapse time
at the transducer resonance frequency fp, finding Tar and then
lowered iR to fL and again measured T to obtain TL. Then the
difference AT= TT- T. could be shown from Eq. (z9) to be:
(30)
For a thin bond, the anaysis of McSkimin and Andreath (1902)
showed that YR was negligible when compared to YL and that YL
was always positive. If fL was chosen to be 0.9 fR then Eq. (30)
reduced to
(3')
It was then clear that AT was always negative when n=0, so that
one might always disregard the cases where AT was positive.
Unfortunately the condition was not sufficiently strong for us
to deduce n from AT., because the latter depended on the relative
magnitudes of 0.llln and
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Fi.11.
Echo train in PCTFE at 165°K:
video-output signals (above)
and unrectified signals (below)
Fig.12.
Cycle-by-cycle matchin,
with a 0.1% mismatch.
Fig.13.




The attenuation measurement was carried out by pulse-
height comparison similar to the way of Roderick and Truell (1952).
As shown in Fig. 13, a reference RF pulse of about 10 M_Hz, generated
by the pulse comparator (Matec 666) and positioned in time by
the delayed trigger supplied by a pulse generator (HP 214A) was
optically superimposed on the echo signal without interference.
To avoid non-linearity in the amplifier, the reference pulse
and the signal were both fed through the same amplifier before
being displayed on the scope. :'then the peak cycle of a particular
echo had been matched in time to a certain cycle at the center
of the reference pulse then the calibrated internal attenuator
of the pulse comparator was adjusted so that both became equal
in amplitude as well.
The attenuation constant cx was then obtained from the
slope of a linear plot of the logarithm of the echo amplitude
A(x) against the acoustic path x it has travelled. Of course it
had to be corrected for systematic errors. The units involved
are defined by the following equations:
neper 'unit length 32)
db /unit lenth (33)
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3.7 Considerations on Sample Size. and Parallelism
Several factors of a practical nature affected the
allowable sample size and deviation from parallelism in our
experiments.
It is clear that we need at least two echoes to carry out
either attenuation or velocity measurements with any degree of
reliability. However, since polymers are highly dissipative,
usually the first echo would not exceed 400 mV as compared to an
electronic noise level of about 1 mV at the amplifier output, so
that the magnitude of attenuation dictates an upper limit to
the thickness of usable sample. For a varying from 30 to 90 db/crn
the corresponding limit turns out to be 8 to 2.8 mm I respectively.
On the other hand, the driving RF pulse has to be at least 1.5 us
in width for it to be sufficiently monochromatic at 10 MHz, the
frequency band being about 0.5% in this case. Since the acoustic
velocity is typically 3 x 105 cm/sec, a minimum thickness of about
3 mm would be necessary to separate the successive echoes from
one another.
The apparent attenuation of a plane wave travelling in a
wedge shaped specimen with a small angle 8 between the two faces
was estimated by Truell and Oates (1963) to be:
(34)
where a is the radius of the transducer, d is the thickness, f is
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the frequency and n is the number of echoes observed. To measure
a, at about 20 db/cm to an accuracy of 1% at 10 MHz the above
expression then shows that 0 must not exceed 2 x 10 rad. or
2 u/crn
The actual samples used in our experiments were about
2 mm to 6 mm in thickness, 13 mm in diameter and the parallelism
between the two faces was about 3 U./cm.
47
Chapter 4
Analysis of the Result
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4 .1 Correction for S stematic Errors
Several systematic errors must be corrected for before
the results obtained from measurements described in the last chapter
can be subjected to further analysis. It turns out that the effect
of the bonding at the transducer-sample interface is the most
important, the change in acoustic path due to thermal expansion
(or contraction) of the sample is next in importance, and that
the diffraction effect is negligible
4.11 Bond Effecss
W e assume that all the Silicone-oil bonds to be similar,
that they have the same constant absorptive effect at all temperatures
whenever an acoustic pulse bounces off it. The measured apparent
attenuation per round-trips phis given by
(35)
where as is the true sample attenuation coefficient, d is the
sample thickness and co is the effective attenuation at the bond.
The apparent attenuation cx of PCTFE as a function of thickness d
at different temperatures is shown in Fig. 14. The bond attenuation oco



























Fig.14.Attenuation per round trip in PCTFE vresus sample
thi ckness:(a) Longitudinal:(b)Transverse.
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where L and T stand for longitudinal and transverse waves,
respectively. It seems reasonable to assume CYoL and a to be
or
the same for all other samples, and we shall apply their values
given above to correct for all attenuation coefficients according
to Eq. (35).
When the cycles are correctly matched in the velocity
measurement, Eq. (29) reduces to
(37)
again, we shall assume all bonds to be the same, so that
is a constant, which could be estimated from the intercept of
a plot of the apparent round-trip time T/p against thickness a.
The results for PCTFE also turn out to be temperature independent:
(38)
These values are then used to correct for the round-trip time
according to Eq. (37) for all samples.
4.12 Thermal Expansion of the Sample
Since we only measured the sample thickness dR at
0
room temperature TR (296 K), it is necessary to correct the






according to the eauation:
(39)
where cx`is the apparent attenuation per round trip, a is the true
sample attenuation coefficient, AT= T- TR and. av is the volume
expansion coefficient. The corresponding equation for velocity
correction is:
(40)
:where v is the true velocity and T is the round-trip time. The
effect becomes especially important in the transition region,
where a., v and av may all have breaks.
Corrections were made for PVDF by use of the thermal
expansion data reported by Mandelkern et al (1957), and Sasabz et al
(1969) and for PCTFE by the use of the works of Hoffman and Week
(1958) and Laauer and Head (1952). Unfortunately similar data
are not available for PVF so no corrections were made in this
case.
4.13 Diffraction Effects
According to Papadakis (1956) the diffractive




where is a diffraction loss function (Papadakis 1972). Sn and Sm
at the m-thare the values of normalized distance
and n-th echoes being used (nom), Zm is the propagation distance
for the m--th echo, a is the transducer radius and f is the RF
frequency used.
In our case, typically a= 6.35 mm, A= 0.2 mm, and
Zm= 6 mm, so thatA D= 0.12 db for one round trip, which is
m
negligibly small when compared to the bond effect.
Papadakis also gave the diffractive contribution to
the apparent acoustic round-trip time AT:
(42)
where is the diffraction phase shift tabulated by ?apadakis (1972).




1.2it Cmplex Elastic Moduli and the Poisson Ratio
The corrected data of the acoustic velocities and
attenuations of PVDF, PVF 3 and PCTFE are summarized in Figs. 15, 15,
and17. The corresponding complex moduli computed according to
Eqs. (5)- (11) from these data and the published density data
(Hoffman and Week, 1958 Laquer and Head, 1952) are giver- in
Figs. 19, 20 and 21. In general, the velocities and the
corresponding moduli decrease with increasing temperature as
one might expect.
We also computed the Poisson ratios a (which is essentially
r-ate.) from the values of G' and K' according to Eq. (7). As shown
in rig. 22, a has the approximate values of 0.33, 0.37 and 0.38
for PVDr, PVF3 and PCTFE,respectively, that is, it increases with
the number of halogen atoms within each repeat unit of the
polymers studied. A very small upward trend can be seen in
these curve when temperature increases, even though. the slopes
never exceed 2 x 10 -4/oK over the entire temperature ranges we
covered. Nor could we discerned any breaks in the transition
regions discussed in the next section. Similar curves obtained
by Vlada et al (1959) at slightly lower frequency (33KHz- 1 MHz)
and for different polymers show the same small positive temperature
dependence and are equally featureless.
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Fj.. Z 6. Velocities and attenuations in PCTFFFl-g.15 Velocities (vL vT) and attenuations (AL,AT)
in PVF3 as functions of temperature T. as functions of temperature.
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Fig.17. Velocities and attenuations in PVDF Fig.18. Relative amplitude of the first echo
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Fing.19. Real and imaginary parts of M,G and K
















Fig.20.Rcal and imaginary parts of M,G and K
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Fig.21. Real and imaginary parts of M, G and K Fig.22. Poisson ratio of PVDF, PVF3 and











In the two velocity curves of PVDF, there is a break
at about 232°K where the magnitudes of both slopes increase by
rval wheres away froma factor of about 3.6K over a 10°wheresway
this region the slopes practically do not change over intervals
as large as 100°K. Near this break there is apparently also
a sudden rise in both of the absorption coefficients. It is
natural to identify this break, which can be located at 232°K
to within+ 5 °K, with the glass-transition temperature T g, as
compared to the Tg at 238°K reported in the static measurement
of Mandelkern et al (1957). It was suggested by Wada (1955)t
Wada et al (1956) and Work (1956) that because of strong
dependence of the modulus on the static specific volume one
can always expect a break at the static glass transition point
irrespective of the characteristic frequency of the modulus.
Subsequently many authors confirmed that the temperature
where the break appears is independent of frequency, which may
raige from the static region (Hidershima and Okano,1958) up to
the megacycles region (Wada and Yamamoto,1956). In view of their
results, our identification seems quite justified.
The dynamic relaxation peak corresponding to the
above glass-transition point was observed at approximately
317°K in the curve of the relative attenuation (Fig. 18), which
is deduced from the amplitude of the first transmitted
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longitudinal acoustic signal in PVDF. Since we were not able
to observe the subsequent echoes in this measurement, there is
of course some uncertainty in the interpretation of this curve,
especially regarding the exact location of the peak. Nevertheless
i t does seem clear that t he character of the peak and i s approximatt.
position (with an error of perhaps+ l00K) are quite beyond
doubt. In particular, together with the dielectric data of Kabin
(1901) and Ishida et al (1904), this 10 MHz peak at 3170K can
be fitted resonably well by WLF formula (Fig. 23)- if the
considerably error of its position is taken into account. We
note that low-frequency data near the static one show deviation
from the WLF formula, but that of course does not affect the
fitting of our point
The glass-transition point for PCTFE at 3250K (Hoffman
and weeks, 1938) is above our measurement range and hence not
observed. However, we did observe a slightly rounder break in
the two velocity curves of PCTFE at 223+ 5 0K, where both slopes
change by a factor of 1.8 within an interval of 100K. This
could possibly be the same break at 2230K observed by Baccaredda
and Butta (1960) at a 'lower frequency range( 4- 16 kHz).
Similar breaks below the glass-transition points of a number of
polymers and at different frequencies had been previously reported by
Wada (1959). He discussed this problem in connection with his








tan (Kabin and others,1961)
(Nakagawa and Ishida, 1973)
a (Our result)
3.53.0 4.0 4.5
Fig. 23, Log T versus l/T of PVDF. Solid line is the
theoretical curve calculated from the WLF relation.
f the freauencv of the measurement.
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most probable mechani:src of such "secondany discontionities"
the activation of the end oup or side-group rotations in
.he polymer chain. Since there are no side groups in the polymers
studied, the observed breaks are most 'probably associated with the
:notion of the end groups or a sect-on of the backbone involving a
few carbon atoms. A sudden rise of the absorption curves of PCT= L
is also observed around the same temperature, but any relaxation
peak which may correspond to it lies beyond our measurement range
and could not be observed.
We also observed a break in the longitudinal velocity
curve of PVF3 at about 230°K, with an accompanying sharp rise in
the longitudinal attenuation coefficient. This corresponds to-the
onset of motion also observed in nuclear magnetic resonance measure--
menu as a decrease in the second mcments of both the proton and
T .uorine resonce lines. It as suggested (Slichter 1975} that
this decrease in second moments is due to the rotation of a few
chain segments because, under this assumption, good agreement between
the calculated and observed values was- obtained.
4.4 Acoustic Contribution to Specific heat at Low TerDerature
In addition to transitions one can also .learn something
about the specific heat and the effective intermolecular force
constant of a polymer from the acoustic data, as we already discussed
in Chapter 2. However, this requires a knowledge of the acoustic
velocities near 0°K, far below our present temperature range, so we
must resort to extrapolation.
This is done by use of the semi-empirical formula of
Rao (1940):
143)
In v(T) A In(T)+B
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where v(T) is the acoustic velocity at temperature T, A and B are
empirical constants, and p(T) is the density of the polymer at
temperature T. Fig. 24a shows the plots of In vL and In vT against
In P for PVDF as deduced from the specific volume data of Mandelkern
(1957) between 150°K and 280°K. We can obtain the constants AL and
AT from the slopes of the respective plots below the break at 230°K,
since it is clear that the slopes are constant both below and above
this point. The velocity v 0 at 0°K can then be computed from the
following form of Rao's formula:
(44
where the density Q° is obtained by linear extrapolation of the
very low temperature data of Mandelkern (1957) to 0°K, and T is
an appropriate temperature chosen to be about 185°K, which is
not a critical choice. The various constants and the results are
given in Table 2, where we also tabulate similar computations for
the PCTFE (P2) sample by using the density data of Laquer and Head
(1952) and Hoffman and Week (1958) (Fig .24b). Since no such data
are available for PVF3, and AL and AT do not seem to change much
from PVDF to PCTFE, we simply use the rounded off average values
of them for PVF3 and for all the PCTFE samples of other crystal-
linities as well. It should be mentioned that all the velocities
have very small temperature coefficients, and even if we had
linearly extrapolated the higher temperature data directly to
O°K, the results would not have differed from the present ones
























Fig .24.Ln vL(longitudinal)and 1n vT (transverse)against 1n P:




Acoustic velocities of. polymers at 0 K
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Once the velocities at O-K are determined in the above
manner, the low-temperature average acoustic velocities v and the
0
volumetric specific heats in the form C/T3 can be computed in
the Tarasov model, which reduces to the Debye model near 00K, such
as we have shown in Section 2.3, Ecs,. (12), (13) and (20).
Furthermore, since the one-dimensional characteristic temperature O
has already been determined from high-temperature calorimetric
measurements (Lee and Choy, 1974), we can also deduce the three-
dimensional characteristic temperaure 93 through Ea. (14) and the
relation 8D3=910 2, thus yielding the corresponding force constants
3
k3. the results of these computations are tabulated below in Table 3,
where for comparison we have also listed similar data for polyethylene
(wunderlish, 1962) as well as the calorimetrically determined C/T3
of PCTFE (Reese and Tucker, 1965).
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Table 3
values of PolymersThe e3 and
C/T3 (T)K C/TkZG1GDPolymer Structure M 9 7 3
OK)( 0 OK
ergs/k4cm(10'dnes/ cm)( erjs/cK4cmJ)(l0 5dyncs/ cm)amu (K)
1.16 147 0.8754014 227CH2-CH2,PE
9 2350.821.16357148CH2-CF2PVDF 32
3 683308 1.11 5641PVF3 CHF-CF2 99
12300.4587 235 0.91 52 752PCTFE CCLF-CF 2 58
thermal measurement by Reese and Tucker (1965)
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It is quite obvious that the result of Reese and Tucker obtained
from thermal measurements between 1 0 and 40K is considerably larger
than the corresponding acoustic value. To ensure that this does
not arise from the crystallinity effect, we also compute C/T3 for
all the other PCTFE samples (Table 4).
Table I.








Smple used in Reese and Tucker's measurement.
Acoustic value of C/TJ extrapolated from our measurement.
C/TJ in ergs/'KTcm')
Since vL has not been measured except for sample*P2, we have to
compute v0 by assuming vL= 2v,f for all the other samples. The
error involved is probably quite small, because vL term contributes
not more than 7% to C/T3 in Eq. (12). Since the thermal value exceeds
the acoustic one 'by 800, it is quite certain that the excess low-
temDerature volumetric specific heat first pointed out by Anderson
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(1959) and subsequently observed in glycerol glass by Craig et al
(1965), in polymethy1 me thacrylate and polystyrene by Reese (1966), in
Nylon and Teflon by Athougies (1972), is also present in PCTFE, implying
that there exists additional low-frequency vibrations in its vibrational
apectra. One explanation of the existence of these modes was advanced
by Rosenstock (1962), was suggested that these low-frequency modes
arose from the presence of.cavities in disordered structures. The
vibrating units contained in or lying adjacent to these cavities would
only be weakly bound to the rest of the lattice, so that they might
vibrate independently at low frequency.
The 3-dimensional force constant k3 is characterized by
the interchain van der WYaals interaction. Table 3 shows that it
decreases with the increase of the number of halogen atoms in each.
repeat unit. Qualitatively this can be understood from the fact that
the van der Waals radius of the fluorine atom is much larger than that
of the hydrogen atom, such that the substitution of fluorine for
hydrogen on the carbon chain leads to a graduate twisting of the.
planar zig-zag configuration of the backbone of the original poly-
ethylene to a structure which has a helical carbon backbone covered
by a fluorinated cylindrical sheath of PCTFE (Koo, 1971). The
increase of the effective interaction distance due to this fluorinated
outer sheath results in a weaker force constant k3, causing decreases
in the Poisson ratio and the elastic modulus as discussed in Section 4.2.
It is also understandable that the in-chain force constant k1 is.
greater than k3, by a factor of 10 to 20, since covalent bonds
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responsible for the intrachain interaction should be much stronger
than the van der Waals force responsible for the interchain interaction.
4.5 The Crystallinity Effect
The last part of our analysis is concerned with
understanding the variation of the shear modulus of PCTFE according
to its crystallinity. We have already described two different
frameworks suitable for this purpose in Section 2.4. It turns. out
that both of them are equally successful, and yield almost identi-
cal results. The reason for this coincidence is quite simple, and
will be analysed at the end.
Let us start with the HSH formula in the form of Eqs. (23)
and( 24). We must first decide whether the shear modulus of the
crystalline phase-is the larger one or not, that is, Gc is to be identi-
fied with G2, Ga (the modulus of the amorphous. phase) with G1 and
the crystallinity xc with x in the above equations. Let us suppose
that this is indeed the case, and substitute two sets of values of
G and x(= x c) at 171°K into Eqs. (23) and (24) to compute the
two allowed regions in the G1- G2 plane. However, as shown
clearly in Fig. 25, these two regions do not have any overlap
proving that our initial identification is incorrect. We then
try the other possibility, that is, G2= Ga, G1= Gc and x= 1- xc
A similar plot of the allowed regions now indeed all converge in a
small area around the point Ga= 2.3 x 1010 dynes/cm 2, G= 1.7 x 1010
dynes/cm 2 (Fig. 26).,proving at the same time that the second






Fig.25. Allowed regions of G1 and G2 for PCTFE

























Fing. 26. Allowed Fegions in Gc-Ga plane:(a) 171°k;(b) 191°k; (c) 207°k; (d) 224°k.
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three successively higher temperatures( Fig. 26), with approximately
the same results, all of which are tabulated in Table 5.
Table 5 Pure phase shear moduli of PCTFE deter:ni ned by
HHS-i formula and GP, relation.
HSH G mn3
a
1.72171 2.32 1.73 2s2
191 1 .65 2.272.25 1.66
207 1.60 2.22 1.60 2.23
1.541.53224 2.18 2.18
Shear modulus G in i010 dyune/cm2
We can now turn to the Gray and McCrum empirical formula,
Eq. (26). The plot of log G against the crystallinity x( Fig.2%) is
C
linear at each of the above four temperatures, and values of Ga
and GC as deduced from the slopes and intercepts of these plots
are within experimental error,in surprisingly close agreement witfr
those emerging from the HSH analysis (Table 6). It is also noted
that the moduli of both the crystalline and the amorphous phase
decrease at higher temperature, as one certainly would expect.
Two questions wise naturally at this point: why does the
HSH analysis yield such precisely defined values for Ga and Gc?
And why do they agree so well with the. predictions of the Gray-McCrum
empirical formula? The answer to the first question is relatively
simple* for PCTFE the percentage difference between Ga and GC is very
small, approximately 30 or so. under this condition the magnitude of
the term can be shown to dominate the other term
in the denominator of the second term in the
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Fig. 27. Ln G versus crystallinity for PCTFE.
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two HSH bounds given by Eq. (21). If we neglect the smaller terms
outright then both of the bounds reduce to the following equation
for G, which is simply a linear interpolation between G1 and G2
(45)
The existence of such an equality implies that we should be able
to determine G1 and G2 closely from several values of G measured
at various x, that is, the allowed regions defined by Eqs. (23)
and (24) should overlap in a small area.
The answer to the second question then follows inmediatel-
Since G a and GC and hence also G are very close in value to one
another, we can write their, in the fort Go+ ga G0+ gc and G
0 a 0 C 0
, gc and g being
respectively, G being the mean value 1/2(Ga+ G c ),and ga, gc
some small numbers less than 20% of G 0. If we substitute this form
of the moduli into. the Gray and MCC rum. formula Eq. (25) and expand
the logarithmic functions to first order in ga/G0, gc/Go and g/=oa
then that equation reduces to Eq. (45) as well. In other words,
there is really not much difference between the HSH and the GM
equations in this particular case, as is illustrated by Fig. 28.
In conclusion, one sees that these two formulae only assume theix
full significance when Ga and Gc differ from each other by a factor
substantially different from 1, other,otherwise both can just be replaced
by a simple-minded linear internolation. On the other hand, the
G=(1-x)g1+xg2).
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GM prediction for the absorption coefficient( Eq.(27)) is not
borne out by our data, as can be seen from the plots of G/G
against x in Fig. 29, which do not yield straight lines as
expected. While this may reflect on the validity of Eq.(27),
it is more likely a result of the two different ways in which the
four samples were obtained. This difference could conceivably
affect the attenuation much more than the real parts of the
moduli.
Before closing this chapter, we should like to comment
on the seemingly unusual fact that the shear modulus decreases at
higher crystallinity throughout our temperature range (170°K-
220°K). This actually agrees with the low-frequency experiments
on PCTFE at low temperature by McCrum (1962), Who nevertheless
found that the effect reverses itself at sufficiently high
temperature. It should be interesting to look for the same
effect in the longitudinal modulus, and also continue the shear
wave measurement on PCTFE to a higher temperature range by the
use of a different material (varnish, for instance) for bonding
the transducer to the sample, to see if the same reversal would
take place, and if so whether the change-over point is in any
way connected with one of the transitions as one might expect.
It is also an intriguing question whether this is a general
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Velocities and Attenuations of PVDF
1.834171.5 1435 2.97
28281.831 0.59 1428178.4 3.18
1.829185.0 2814 0.66 3.421420
1.827191.4 2800 0.74 1411 3.79
198.7 1.824 2783 0.87 1402 4.18
207.2 1.821 2765 1.19 1391 4.48
216.3 1.817 1380 4.97
224.2 1.813 2731 1.55 1369 5.46
230.4 1.810 1354 6.39
235.6 1.807 2687 2.06 1339 7.46
239.9 1.804 1.321 8.89
244.5 1.802 2623 3.07 1298 10.26
249.8 1.799 2585 3.78
254.8 1.796 2540 4.27
259.4 1.793 2505 4.90
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Table 7
Velocities and Attenuations of PVF3
171.5 2.028 0.812186 1008 3.57
2.026178.4 2169 0.92 999 3.97
185.0 2.023 2152 1.07 4.56990
191.4 2.021 2141 1.10 982 4.84
187.7 2.018 2122 1.37 71 5.73
207.2 2.015 2103 1.51 6.41959
224.2 2.008 2066 2.09 947 7.52
235.6 2.004 2019 2.92
244.5 2.001 1970 3.80
249.8 1.999 1939 4.70
254.8 1.997 1912 5.29
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Table 8
Velocities and Attenuations of PCTFE (P2)
A A(m/s)P (/ml) vt (m/s) AT (neper/cm)(neper/cm)I. L T
171 .5 2.1828 2161 0.03 955 2.18
178.4 2.1805 2150 0.014 2.27951
185.0 2.1781 2141 0.05 2.439 45
191.4 21312.1756 0. 07 2.59940
2. 1729198.7 2120 0.10 2.80934
207.2 2.1699 2108 0.1 5 2.98928
216.3 2.1664 2098 0.20 Q2? 3.19
224.2 2.1634 2087 0.24 916 3.50
230.4 2.1611 909 3.88
235.6 2.1587 2065 0.47 4.28901
237.8 2 .1583 89 8 4.58
239.9 2.1575 895 4.95
2445 2.1557 2037 0.72 887 5.59
249.8 2.1538 879 6.99
294.8 2.1519 2015 1.00
263.9 2.1487 1988 1. 34
272.9 2.1450 1960 1.76
283.3 2.1409 1928 2.36
293.3 2.1367 1897 2.99
3
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